CASE STUDY:

Increase organic Facebook traffic by 28% with
a patient-driven content strategy

EX ECUTI VE SUM M A RY
Geisinger Health System (Geisinger) faced challenges in trying to achieve their content goals. Obstacles included
unengaging content, not enough content to drive traffic to the right pages and no strategy for repurposing content.
After a content strategy workshop and digital writing training led by Aha Media Group (Aha Media), Geisinger’s
Facebook traffic soared to 28%, page engagement skyrocketed by 314% and weekly total reach rose by 45%.

T HE CHALL ENG E
Geisinger had a robust content team with a journalistic bent that knew how to produce strong content. However,
without a strategy, different parts of the team created content that wasn’t on message or targeted to their audiences.
Geisinger engaged Aha Media to develop a content strategy and train the writing, social and marketing teams.

A HA MEDIA’S A P P ROAC H
After discovery, which included stakeholder interviews and a competitive gap analysis, we uncovered several
challenges, including audience definition, a “content by committee” approach that slowed content production and a
lack of a strategic editorial definition.
During a 2-day workshop with Geisinger, we:
•

Developed a core strategy statement – a guiding principle,
or North Star – for the content team that would drive a fresh
patient-experience content strategy

•

Created an editorial toolkit, which defined target audiences

•

Created a framework for the Geisinger brand in the context of
consumer content, a messaging architecture, and voice and
tone guidelines

•

Focused on applying business objectives to the content strategy
and learned new ways of writing and creating content

Working with Aha Media transformed our
content operations. Through training and
content strategy, we publish and distribute
content more efficiently and with results.
– WENDY WILSON, VICE PRESIDENT MEDIA
& DIGITAL CONTENT STRATEGY
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T HE RE SULTS
Armed with a clearly defined content strategy, the team worked
to address their challenges.
•

•

Content not resonating on social media: We solved this by
following the content strategy and writing specifically for
the personas we created. The chart shows how channel
engagement grew substantially, particularly on Instagram,
a new channel of opportunity for the health system. These
results came from organic traffic, not sponsored content. The
team also saw patient engagement soar substantially by 314%.

CHANNEL

Lack of content for their wellness content program: We
solved this problem by repurposing content and writing in the
brand voice and tone to create a stronger relationship with
audiences. After applying the content strategy, traffic to the
wellness section grew by 519%.
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By learning to break up and repurpose their content by channels,
Geisinger was more efficient in their content creation process.
Before creating a piece of content, the team would ask how the content could be used across different channels,
setting the stage for an efficient production process. For example, a story on Lyme disease was used across media
outlets, social media and on the website, with accompanying articles, videos and pictures.

L ES SONS LEA RNED
•

Teams need editorial toolkits that answer the main questions: Who is the audience? Who is the brand vis a vis the
content? What are the messages? What is the voice and tone we should use while creating the content?

•

Organic engagement will rise if content teams know their audiences and write directly for them.

•

When content teams think about repurposing content before they create it, they can greatly increase their
efficiency and standardize their workflow.

A B OU T AH A M E D I A
Aha Media has a broad range of content expertise. See more of Aha Media’s case studies and
the work we are proud to share.

GET I N TOUC H

Looking for a custom content solution that suits your business objectives and audience’s needs?
Reach out for a consultation at hello@ahamediagroup.com.
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